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Electrostatic ion-cyclotron waves driven by parallel velocity shear
R. L. Merlinoa)
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Using a fluid treatment, it is shown that electrostatic waves with angular frequencies;vci ~ion
cyclotron frequency! propagating at large angles to the ambient magnetic field can be excited in a
magnetized plasma by perpendicular shear in the magnetic field aligned plasma flow. The role of
density gradients in determining the stability of shear-driven electrostatic ion-cyclotron~EIC! modes
is also considered. These shear-driven modes may provide an explanation for observations of high
frequency waves in the ionosphere. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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In 1965 D’Angelo1 presented a fluid treatment of th
Kelvin–Helmholtz~KH! instability in a fully ionized plasma
in a magnetic field. This instability2 is excited by perpen-
dicular shear (]voz /]x) in the magnetic field aligned ion
flow velocity,voz(x), wherex is the coordinate transverse
B. The analysis of Ref. 1 used the continuity and moment
equations for the ions and assumed a Boltzmann equilibr
for the electrons, with equal electron and ion temperatu
Te5Ti . The zero order state included a magnetic fie
aligned ion flow with a transverse velocity gradient and
nonuniform density distribution in thex direction with an
inverse e-folding lengthl@52(1/n)(]n/]x)#. The usual
linearization procedure led to a fourth order~in the wave
angular frequency! dispersion relation. This dispersion rel
tion was investigated only for the case of the low frequen
~v!vci , wherevci5eB/mi is the ion-cyclotron frequency!
KH instability in which the fourth order term was negligible

In this Brief Communication we re-examine the fu
fourth order dispersion relation and demonstrate that par
velocity shear can lead to the excitation of ion-cyclotr
modes withv;vci , in the absenceof any field aligned
currents~relative electron-ion drift!. The purpose of present
ing these results was to show that a purely fluid mechan
~velocity shear! can give rise to an electrostatic ion-cyclotro
~EIC! instability in a plasma. The resonant excitation of E
modes in a~uniform! plasma in which the electrons dri
relative to the ions was originally analyzed using the Vlas
equation by Drummond and Rosenbluth.3 Recently, Gavrish-
chakaet al.,4 using a kinetic analysis, investigated the effe
of parallel velocity shear on the excitation of current-driv
ion acoustic and EIC modes. They found that the presenc
shear can, in some cases, drastically reduce the nece
critical drift velocities for the excitation of these mode
They also showed that even in cases in which there wa
relative electron drift~current-free case! perpendicular shea
in the parallel ion flow could lead to the excitation of mu
tiple ion-cyclotron harmonics. Their Vlasov-based calcu
tions, however, did not include the effect of a density gra
ent in the zero-order state which, as we will show can h
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an important effect of the stability of the EIC modes.
As a starting point we re-derived the dispersion relat

for the general case in whichTeÞTi , which can be ex-
pressed in the following normalized form

z42@11~ay
21az

2!~11t!#z21@Lay~11t!#z

2Sayaz~11t!1az
2~11t!50, ~1!

where z5V/vci , ay5kyr i , az5kzr i , t5Te /Ti , L
5lr i , with r i the ion gyroradius and the shear parame
S5(1/vci)(]voz /]x). V5v2kyvoy2kzvoz , wherev is the
wave angular frequency,voy andvoz are the ion flow veloci-
ties in the y and z directions,ky andkz are the wave number
in the directions perpendicular and parallel toB, respectively,
and l is the inverse density gradient scale length. Equat
~1! is identical to D’Angelo’s Eq.~14! for t51. If one ne-
glects thez4 term in Eq.~1! one obtains the excitation con
ditions for the KH instability.

Figure 1 shows numerical solutions of Eq.~1! for the
real and imaginary parts ofz for t51 ~solid! and t55
~dashed!, corresponding to EIC modes withV'vci . Here
we have takenay520.5, az50.1 ~ky /kz55, propagation
angle of 79° toB! and L50.25. These numerical value
correspond roughly to those that might be appropriate
typical laboratory~Q machine! experiments. For these con
ditions the critical shear values,Sc , ~marginal stability! for

FIG. 1. Real and imaginary parts of the normalized wave frequency vs
shear parameter,S. Hereay520.5, az50.1, L50.25. Solid curves:t51,
dashed curves:t55.0.
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excitation of the EIC modes areSc'3.5 andSc'2.5 for t
51.0 andt55.0, respectively. The dependence of the cr
cal shear onL ~normalized inverse density gradient sca
length! is shown in Fig. 2. A large density gradient ten
make the mode more unstable. ForL*0.7,Sc→0, i.e., even
a small shear is sufficient to produce the instability. Note a
in Fig. 1 that the real frequency for this mode is;vci but
may be somewhat above or belowvci . This is in contrast to
the current-driven EIC mode of Drummond and Rosenblu3

which has a real frequency always.vci .
The fluid calculations presented here indicate that re

tively large values of the shear parameter,S, are required for
EIC mode excitation, particularly for the cases of moder
density gradients. Large shear parameters are likely to
present in plasmas which contain localized ion beams.
can write S5(1/vci)(]voz /]x)'(1/vci)(Dvoz /Dx), with

FIG. 2. Critical values of the shear parameter for excitation of EIC mode
L. Same conditions of Fig. 1 witht51.0.
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Dx being the typical scale length of the velocity shear.
Dx'r i , thenS'Dvoz /Ci , whereCi is the ion thermal ve-
locity. The presence of localized energetic ion beams co
give rise to large shear parameters necessary to excite
instability. Additional calculations also indicate that the she
values required for excitation of the EIC modes would
lowered if the growth rates are maximized with respect to
ky /kz parameter. It may be important to note that the mo
used here does not include several effects~e.g., ion viscosity,
cyclotron damping! that might have a bearing on the stabili
of shear-driven EIC modes.

Finally, we point out that these results may provide
explanation to some experimental observations of high
quency waves in the ionosphere. The implications of the
fects of inhomogeneous parallel flow on ion acoustic a
ion-cyclotron modes in the auroral region has been discus
in detail in Ref. 4.
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